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wind power plants (WPP)
active power control 285–90
aggregated modelling 914, 921–5, 931–2
availability and reliability 264–5, 272
cables and lines 275–6
collection system design 263–5, 270–81
collector feeders 270–1, 275–6
communications 290–2
context 263
detailed modelling 914, 915–21, 932
developer business model 265
dynamic modelling 799–820, 865–6, 876–83, 909–11, 913–33
economic evaluation factors 266–9
economic optimization 264–5
electrical design 263–92
energy losses 453–4
grounding and surge protection 276–7, 280
harmonic currents 280–1
integration 524–5, 580–1, 667, 671–88, 700
limited transmission capacity 439, 441, 445, 451–6, 458
network connection and upgrade costs 490–5
performance requirements 265–6
protection 280
reactive power and voltage design 277–80, 281–5
scale effects 919–20
short-term stability 915–21
storage 470
substations 271–5
system operating costs 496, 499
technical regulations 209–11, 214–15, 221, 233–7
topologies 270–2
transformers 271–5, 280
voltage control 976, 989–97
voltage stability 922–3
see also offshore wind power plants

wind power production duration curve (WPDC) 454–7

wind power production (WPP) 7–20
accommodation limits of grid operations 18–19
back-up generation 8–9
capacity credit 16
capacity factors of power plants 17–18
carbon dioxide emissions 9
cost-competitiveness with coal and nuclear generation 17–18
flexible generation 11–13
forecasting 11, 14–15, 116–18
hydrogen production 999–1018
impacts of wind energy 118–21
integration 11, 15
limited transmission capacity 454–7
power systems 56–61, 105–6, 110–21, 123–6
production patterns of wind power 111–12
ramping capability 12, 14
storage 9–11
transmission systems 16, 18–19
variability of wind power 7–9, 12–14, 15, 18–19, 112–16, 125–6
see also aggregation of wind power production

wind spectra 53–4
wind speed model 825–7
wind turbine designs see turbine design
wind turbine generators (WTG) see generators
wind-to-power model 754–5, 757
Windflow configuration 79–80
WINDInertia 909
winding configurations 272–3
windmills 24–5
WINSYS model 731
workflow 250–2
wound rotor induction generators (WRIG) 76, 78, 83–7, 92–3
wound rotor synchronous generators (WRSG) 76, 79, 84, 87, 90, 93–4, 100–1
WPB see wind power bases
WPDC see wind power production duration curve
WPP see wind power plants; wind power production
WPPC see wind power plant controllers
WREZ see Western Renewable Energy Zones
WRIG see wound rotor induction generators
WRSG see wound rotor synchronous generators

WSAT assessment tool 640–1
WWSIS see Western Wind and Solar Integration Study

X/R ratios 196–7
yearly power 150
zero-sequence reactance 277